PLATE 5.
1r
The form of the rail being given to draw the mitre cap.
Fig. 1. Let A be the plan of the rail, and B the mitre cap. At A draw the line a b to obtain the width of the rail, and the line o u which shows the projection of the moulding of the rail. The width of the cap being obtained, draw the line a b; from the centre k describe the semicircle a b, then take the distance from b to v at JL, being the projection of the moulding, and apply it to b v at B, then describe the semicircle v v and draw the lines b e and a f, also the centre line h d, and the mitre e d and fa. Divide the line b Ji at A into any number of parts, and draw the lines parallel to b e from the upper side of the rail through the points of division z x v t g to the mitre e d. Do the same upon the side a Ji to the mitre / d; then place the point of the compass at the centre k and circumscribe the parallel lines from the mitre d e around to h zx v t and q and draw the ordinates h c, 0 y, <&c.; then prick the cap according to the letters. Perform the same from the mitre d /to Ji a, and then through the points trace out the cap.
Fig. 2. Shows the manner of elevating the cap to its proper height when attached to the
rail, also the formation of the easing.
Let a b c be the pitch-board, A the cap and B the rail. The cap being raised equal to the height of half a riser, when placed upon the newel, will be equal in height to the rail placed upon the long balusters.
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